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Heralds of the Gold and Black

C. S. C. W. TO HAVE
MUSICAL COMEDY

"Bringing Out Daughter" Directed
By Mrs. Belle Womack Hines

"BRINGING OUT DAUGHTER" is the title of the delightful musical comedy that Mrs. Belle Womack Hines has written and is now directing for presentation in the auditorium Saturday evening, March 1. This play is being given for the benefit of the Young Women's Christian Association. Besides the twenty-four melody numbers and whirling ballet, the cost is in falsetto.

Featuring a retired senator who has a healing but still loves jokes—Mary Elliott.

Mrs.—his wife, a thoughtful person—Frances Parham.

Eve—her daughter, a little songbird—Carrie Goods.

Adam—a reporter and always on the job—Jelife Collins.

Maria Amancio von Strauss—a frail secretary—Louise Chellums.

Othello—a French roast—Kathleen Batson.

Jenom—a strong, sour—Dell Amos.

Amed Child—a little girl of the desert, helpless—Bohde McClure.

The Mighty Mule and Judi Cullender, Helia Hall, Marjorie Case, Elizabeth Jean, Bonita Help, Priscilla Crawford, Maryle King, Mildred O'Neal, Jobie Williams, Ruth Lord, and junio Sambourn.

The Whirling Boys are Fred Bryant, Ben Bryant, Glennell Davis, Virginia Franklin, Claire Flodin, Claire Causey, Daisy Golgar, Mary Hinkle, Dee Shoppee, Jason Hostin.

(Continued on back page)

EDUCATION-CLUB SPONSORS' PICTURE

Under the Direction of Miss Ruth Townes

"CLUDY'S CRANES," a mountain mission playlet was presented in the auditorium Thursday evening, February 12, at the concluding Vaquer service by the members of the Freshman Dramatic club Group. Miss Ruth Townes is the leader of this group and she is assisted by Frances Parham.

The play tells the story of Cindy, the little mountain girl, who wanted the opportunity to learn to read and write and have all the opportunity was made for her to go to school. The part of Gracie was played by Virginia Leater, that of Cindy by Marie Goodwyn; Sally Anne was played by Sophie Cappy; Molly was played by Josephine Barwin, June by Elizabeth Greerworth, Miss Fender the teacher by Miss Hattie and Miss Kiny by Ethelna Saher.

The selection in the play was Sara Stephens, Sara Morgan, Dorothy Love, Bertha Marthaler, Aukis Miller, Mary Brown, William Eby, Marion Wynn, Viola McLaughlin, Mary Crawford, Martha Chapman, Allen Wolfe, Louise Edwards, Hal E. Cobb, Ross Rowe, Mary Lyle Davis, Berenice McCray, Florence Rice, Myrtle Temple, Olive Thompson, Alice Lou McMurrick, Lena Casa Duprin, Hazel Snowe, Carolyn Greaves.

TOP ROW—Left to right—Denisly Potts, 1907; Catharine Allen, 1928; Eleanor Piper, 1929.

BOTTOM ROW—Dorothy Jay, 1929-30; Margaret Cunningham 1909.

SENORS ELECT NEW PRESS, FOR SPRING TERM

At a meeting of the senior class on Friday, February 19, Margaret Cunningham was elected president of the class to fill the unexpired term caused by the resignation of Dorothy Lewis, who has planned for a degree in February. Margaret has the unique honor of being the president of the class before coming up to the senior class in February.

SPRING HOLIDAYS ANNOUNCED

"Beauties Special, automobiles, wagons and cars will leave Millig
dale at two o'clock Friday, March 11," announced President Boman in regard to the spring holidays which will last until Monday night, March 17. The usual custom has been to begin the spring and fall holidays on Saturday evening, and the addition of Friday afternoon is welcomed news for the students and others.

GERTRUDE GILMOR ELECTED SENIOR CLASS DEBATER

At a meeting of the senior class on Friday, February 19, Gertrude Gilmor was elected debater for the class. Gertrude was nominated by the reading of "Inductive McClure," the subject of the debate. Reading that Chance is Right in bearing that all Organizations are Extraordinary, Privileges in China on January 1, 1918, will be held in the auditorium on the evening of April 3.

The ability and aptitude of Gertrude with the support of the senior class was found to cause a struggle for the other side.

THE BABY CLASS TO RECEIVE SELF GOVERNMENT

Marie Goodwyn, president; Hattie England, vice-president; Thos. Hatch, secretary; are the officers elected. The treasurer has not been elected yet, but the primary election showed a class rare between Dorothy Lewis and Mary O'Neal.

On February 15, the class nominated ten girls from which to elect their officers. Those girls were: Nell England, Griffin; Dorothy Lewis; Nona Viola; Marie Goodwyn; Bruce; Thos. Hatch, Benzemeister; Frances Adams, Reynolds; Carolyn O'Neal in absentia; May O'Neal, Brunsfield; Marius Napier, Minton; Martha Shaw, Atlanta; Panda One, Miss, Miss.

After naming those officers it seems unfair unless to say that this class will be a real breaker in things other than class.
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YOUR ASSISTANT

CIRCULATION MANAGER

DO WOMEN DRESS TO PLEASE MEN?

MILDRED SHÜTTLEWORTH

One of the greatest joys of college life for me is the chance to dress up in beautiful clothes. When I was in college, I used to spend hours each day selecting just the right outfit for my classes. I think it's really important to make sure that you look your best at all times, whether you're wearing something casual or something more formal.

I also think that dressing well is an important part of self-expression. It's a way to show the world who you are and what you stand for. I was always careful to choose outfits that reflected my personality and values.

Suppose you're asked to present yourself to the world with the latest styles in clothing? Would you dress to please men? fashionable, or would you put your own preferences first?

MILDRED SHÜTTLEWORTH

CIRCULATION MANAGER

WHAT A CHANCE!

There were two chances for me. One, and you, too, if you'd like.

And you get the chance for a week's vacation in Hawaii.

And you get the chance to see the world.

And you get the chance to see the world.

And you get the chance to see the world.

YOU COULD WIN:

A MESSAGE FROM MARS

On Wednesday, February 2nd, the Mars Science Lab reported a signal from Mars. The signal was received from the Mars Science Laboratory, which is located in the Jezero crater on the surface of Mars.

The signal was picked up by a probe that was launched from Earth in 2015. The probe has been orbiting Mars ever since.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.

THE LUCKY CASE

The only class smart enough to wear it.

And everyone is talking about it.

And everyone is talking about it.

And everyone is talking about it.

YOU COULD WIN:

MY COLLEGE VISITS

In the fall, I visited a few different colleges.

And I got to meet some really interesting people.

And I got to meet some really interesting people.

And I got to meet some really interesting people.

YOU COULD WIN:

A MESSAGE FROM MARS

On Wednesday, February 2nd, the Mars Science Lab reported a signal from Mars. The signal was received from the Mars Science Laboratory, which is located in the Jezero crater on the surface of Mars.

The signal was picked up by a probe that was launched from Earth in 2015. The probe has been orbiting Mars ever since.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.

The signal was sent by a device called a Marsis, which is a radio telescope. The Marsis is designed to detect signals from Mars.
Colonial Theatre

Coming Thursday and Friday Feb. 27-28. Return engagement of

"GOLD Diggers of BROADWAY"

March 10-11-12-13—"Roo Rita."

Electrik Maid Bakery

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF RAISIN BREAD 15c A LOAF
ALSO ALL KINDS OF CAKES AND BUNS

Girls! Girls!

We have a beautiful line of Spring Dresses in all new colorful
Spring shades as well as the prints. At popular prices.

Jay's Department Store
Phone 57

Hendrickson's

'The Hamburger What Am'
WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU

DO YOUR SLIPPERS NEED REPAIR?
TAKE THEM TO
Blain's Shoe Shop
AND HAVE THEM LOOK "BRAND NEW"

Chandlers Variety Store

FULL LINE OF BEAUTIFUL PRINTS—READY MADE SUM-
MER WASH DRESSES $1.00. LINEN DRESSES—NEW LINE
OF SPRING SWEATERS.

NEW STOCK OF TENNIS RACKETS AND BALLS AT
R. H. Wootten

G. S. C. W. TO HAVE MUSICAL COMEDY

(Continued from front page)

Elnor, Givithale, Sins, Carolino, Green.
At the loney party that Ma and
Pa give for Ere after they have
moved to the city, there are several
other boys and girls who appear in
the act. They are Larry Davis, Hal
Owry, Louise Gentry, Frances Bone
and Alma Bone.

"BRINGING OUT DAUGHTER" is the story told in a most delight-
ful and laughable manner by "The
Daughter," Kew's presentation to soci-
yety in "the city."

FRESHMAN BASKET BALL TEAM

The Freshman basketball game was
scheduled for February 21. There was
a large group of good players from
which to pick the team. The girls
are very enthusiastic and are look-
ing forward to a successful season.
They are lined up for the first game in
the follow.

Curtis Eliza Morgan .......... Guard
Harrietta Miles ............... Guard
Mary Ferch ........................ Guard
Eliza Baker ...................... Guard
Lavadamman—Blaine Bailey, Mary-
Levett LeBLay, Aladi Ocosta, Bo-
lish Styles.

NEW UNIFORM

The very latest Park creations
were shown at the G. S. C. W. store
Friday morning February 7, before
the school assemblies. Some striking
eastern suits in various shades of
brown were featured. From this
were selected for the season.

A popular note was taken and
after much deliberation a style was
selected on by the student body. This
is an attractive sports model that
will do justice to any wearer.

The student body voted to change
the present uniform and adopt this
brown suit dress to be worn with the
old model blazer coat and hat. This
will form a chic ensemble that G. S.
C. W. girls should be proud to wear.

DO YOU AGREE—YOU AND ME
"And you know how I just love
musical comedies?"

"And me, too!" I exclaimed with
the originality of a rubber stamp
when I heard that Mr.—you see—G.
S. C. W.—are going to have a really
musical comedy! And imagine
my other delight when I discovered
that it was written by my delightful
poet and song writer—Mrs. N Willis
Wormell Elsin. Now, I have always
heard that a real musical comedy has
songs and more songs with some
smiles and—just as much as "Bringing
Out Daughter" is full of. And one of the best things
about the whole affair is that she is
putting it on for the Y. W. C. A.

"And you know how I just love
musical comedies?"

"And me, too!

DORM LIFE

Your roommate gaily singing
And writing to her bowl.
While you are thumbing through the
numbers in the bath.
You think you will go crazy
With all the stupid lot here!
A sound dash out into the hall
To hunt some hot retreat.
When there a commotion up the stair
Your matron says you next.
The weary day is done Lightly out.
You've all a bit too hard
In steps "the keeper of the hall.
And says, "Write out a cool
Your prejudice you suffer and drift to
sleep.
Your dreams are scarcely onto
For you're waited with towing sound
The rick'ly bell again."

Harris Hall's Drug Store
PHONE: TWO—TWO

Lee's Department Store
LADIES READY-TO-WEAR—NOTIONS, SHOES
PHONE 8
Lee's For Less

DON'T FORGET TO STOP AT
FRALEY'S
FOR YOUR WINEY'S AND TOASTED SANDWICHES.

THERE'S A BIG VALUE IN HAVING YOUR SHOES REPAIRED
AT
Harper & Harper Shoe Shop
119 W. Hancock St.
Phone 215
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

SLEEPING HAM SANDWICHES SATISFY
ACROSS STREET FROM THE MANSION

It is a pleasure to show you the Newest Styles in Hats, Dresses,
Hosiery and Underwear at
127 S. Wayne St.
Carr's Emporium

CHAPMAN'S EXPRESS

PREScriptions—that's MY BUSINESS
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